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1' when two monochromatic right beams of waverength 2", intensities 1r and Iz andphase difference d are interfeied at any point in ,p".* as shown in figure l-, the
resultant intensity distribution at point p is given.by I, = I,+ I,+Zl.,fiSr|n=a.
0btain the conditions for maximum and nlinimum intensities and show a schematicplot describing the variation of 1,. against d ,
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Explain why interference fringes will not be visiblq when Sr and Sz are twoindependent monochromatic light sources; and how tiris problem is overcome in
a Young's Double slit experimental arrangement to observe interference.

In a Young's Double Slit Experiment, two straight and parallel narrow slits areilluminated by a monochromaric right of *Iv.rengtir 5;b;'X; ;;,";;; ;;;observed on a screen distanced D=0.6-0 m from the dJubre srit,and fiinge-width
is measured. to be of 0'Lz mm. Find the separation between the double slits d,

Take A = # ,where x is the distance from the centrar fringe to any given fringe.



Figure 2 shows srpart of a transparent wedge film of small inclination, which may beused to observe interference fringes, The phase difference between the two
interfering beams are given by d = lZUa "or0 

* a ,where .,+,, is when lt < ttt and,-)"
"-" is when F > Ft,
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If the condition for bright fringg is d = 2mtr ,or,rin 
"*p..rrions for rnth orderbright fringes of constant tr.lickness and equa:r inctinqtion.

7Fringes of constant thickness are formed with right oi wavelength 6300 Aincident normally on a thin wedge shaped film of r"efractive index 1".50 kent inair medium. There are ren bright and nine dark fringe, ou".I'i*;,h;i;h;
film' How much does rhe film thickness change over tfris rengtf

*f
Fringes of equal inclination are formed with a plane parallel glass plate ofrefractive index 1.50 and thickness z mm kept in air medium. If amonochromatic light source of wavelength 6000 A is used, how many brighifringes are formed in the entire rungJ from normal incidencu to !..rinjincidence?
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